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a b s t r a c t

The image parsing process gives labels to image regions, as well as information including shape,
semantics and context. Although it is one of the most important features in the human visual system,
automatic image parsing using computer vision techniques remains difficult due to computational issue.
In this paper we introduce a novel method to address this limitation. Our system models an image as
a set of regions and uses a novel hypotheses generation algorithm to get possible image parsing solutions
for final re-scoring. Our proposed hypotheses generation algorithm, called Loopy Dynamic Programming
(LDP), handles large search space efficiently and gives good parsing hypotheses for testing. With such
capacity, we are able to apply more precise and complex image models to achieve better performance. In
addition, our system can perform image segmentation, detection and classification simultaneously.
Experimental results using Pascal VOC 2007 dataset show that the proposed technique achieves very
promising performance in all the three tasks.

& 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Typical natural images contain multiple regions with each image
region being a set of pixels grouped based on homogeneity in terms
of location, appearance and smoothness constraint. The image
parsing process gives object labels to image regions so that the most
probable interpretation of the input image can be achieved. It also
provides information such as shape (where is its boundary), seman-
tics (what is the probability of the region belonging to each object
class) and context (who are neighboring regions). Image parsing
functionality is one of the most important features in the human
visual system (HVS) because it provides necessary support to higher-
level understanding of the physical world by human brain.

In computer vision research, abundant progress has been
achieved in several well-defined tasks, including three most
fundamental ones, classification [11–13,16] which focuses on pre-
dicting the presence/absence of an example of a specific object
class in the given image, detection, [10,4,17,18] which predicts the
bounding box and label of each object from all the target classes,
and segmentation, [22,21] which further provides a pixel-wise
boundary of each presented object. These three tasks can all be
regarded as the image parsing problem with differences in the
granularity of information to provide.

One of the major reasons for separating these related tasks into
different problems is that, since these tasks provide different level
of information about the image, the adopted algorithms require
significantly different amount of computation, which usually
renders a method in one task infeasible for other tasks. For
instance, in the segmentation task, pixel-level granularity is
required, and hence the popular method, such as Normalized
Cut [14], is very computationally demanding. When only rectangle
bounding box is required as in the detection task, lighter searching
methods such as sliding-window [4] dominate. In the image
classification task where only a binary decision of the presence
of a certain object class is required, many low-latency image
concept detection engineers are readily available.

Such situation has limited the possibility to extend existing
techniques in classification, detection and/or segmentation to
solve the image parsing problem, not to mention how to incorpo-
rate even more precise and complex models during the parsing
process. One existing strategy to handle such computation issue is
applying cascade structure [10], where simpler scorers were firstly
applied to filter out candidates that are unlikely to contain the
object of interest. Then more complex models are used in the next
step. The cascade structure has been proven effective in many
object detection tasks such as face detection [10].

However, it is difficult to directly apply cascade structure to the
image parsing problem for two reasons: First, the simple scorer
used to filter out low-quality candidate still requires huge compu-
tation in image parsing. To illustrate, given an image with 100
regions and 20 concept classes to parse, then there are 20100

possible image parsing results (i.e. size of the solution space is
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20100). Even with a simple linear classifier as scorer, the searching
process will take 20100 vector multiplication to go through all
these candidates, which is infeasible for modern computers;
Second, the decision of whether a candidate is of high/low-quality
requires one suitable threshold that is tuned based on certain
global criteria. However, one cannot guarantee that such global
optimum based on the simple scorer also applies to the more
complex model in the cascade structure. In fact, the image parsing
problem might exist multiple modes, such that the global thresh-
old selected from a simple scorer may falsely reject many high-
quality candidates in different modes. Simply decreasing the
threshold to allow more candidates for the complex model would
increase computation.

In general, there are the following challenges in the image
parsing problem:

1. The search model must be efficient to support large search
space. The search space for image parsing is far beyond that for
detection task as it supports unconstrained shapes and deals
with multiple categories labeling simultaneously.

2. The search algorithm must be able to handle multi-mode issue
in the image parsing problem. The search space is not necessa-
rily linear, such that local minimal exists. To search for the joint

interpretation of multiple image regions, the parsing algorithm
should give good global or near global solution.

3. The search method should impose less constraints on modeling
the images. For example, although Efficient Subwindow Search
[4] is very efficient, its linear classifier requirement constrains
the usage of more powerful non-linear features and classifiers.

In this paper, we introduce a novel method to support image
parsing. Our system describes a methodology to classify groups of
regions to objects, based on a initial segmentation and region labeling
result. Then multiple hypotheses are generated by the proposed
loopy dynamic programming algorithm. More precise and complex
image models can be further adopted to achieve better performance.
As presented in Fig. 1, we first group pixels into regions to reduce the
number of processing elements from millions of pixels to only few
hundreds of regions. Then we introduce a loopy dynamic program-
ming (LDP) algorithm to generate high-quality parsing hypotheses
that satisfy all the three above-mentioned requirements. LDP takes
into account not only regions themselves but also the contextual
relationship among regions to significantly reduce the search space.
The goal of LDP is to assign object label to each region and generate
multiple hypotheses of region label assignment. LDP is extremely
efficient and robust because it only searches for truly promising

Fig. 1. Loopy dynamic programming (LDP). Given (a) a test image, we group pixels into regions to form (b) a region graph according to adjacent relationship and apply LDP
approach to get (c) multiple candidates, then we adopt more precise model and classifier to obtain (d) final output.
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